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Introduction 
We consider in this work the absolute Galois group, G(Q), of Q equipped with 
the normalized Haar measure CL. For a positive integer e and an e-tuple 
(r= (a,, . . . , a,) E G(K)” we denote by O(O) the fixed field in 0 of ul, . . . , a,. 
The following two properties of o(a) are known to be true ([ll] and [12]) for 
almost all (I E G(Q)’ (h ere 0 denotes the algebraic closure of Q): 
(la) every absolutely irreducible variety defined over a(o) has a a(o)-rational 
point; and 
(lb) G(Q(o)) . 1s isomorphic to the free profinite group on e generators. 
They have been used in [14] to prove that the theory T,(Q, e) of sentences in the 
language of fields that are true in almost all fields o(o) is decidable. In (6) it has 
been even proved that this theory is primitive recursive. 
Shelah suggested that it would be natural to consider the theory T(Q, e) of all 
sentences in the language of fields extended by e unary operation symbols 
2’1,. . . > ,Ye (we denote the extended language by .Z’(ring Q, e)) which hold in the 
structures (0, ol, . . . , a,) for almost all o E G(Q)‘. Every sentence 6 of the 
language of fields naturally corresponds to a sentence 6* of Z(ring, Q, e) such 
that 6 holds in o(u) if and only if 6* holds in (0, (T). So, we may consider 
T,(Q, e) as a subtheory of T(Q, e). More generally, for each positive integer IZ, 
we may consider sentences of X(ring, Q, e) where we restrict the variables to 
range only on elements of degree at most n over a(o). Then, [9], the theory of 
these n-bounded sentences is primitive recursive. 
In this work we put a limit on decidability results of this type; we prove that for 
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e 3 2, T(Q, e) is an undecidable theory (Theorem 3.1). Moreover we show that 
arithmetic is interpretable in T(Q, e). 
We also consider the probability, prob(6) that a sentence is true in the structure 
(0, CT). This is th e measure of the set 
Truth(B) = {o E G(Q)’ 1 6 is true in (0, o)}. 
If 6 is a bounded statement, then prob(6) is a rational number which can be 
effectively computed from 6 (an immediate consequence of [9, Corollary 1.91). 
Here we prove that for an arbitrary 6, prob(6) is an arithmetically defined real 
number. (Theorem 5.4). Conversely, for each arithmetically defined real number 
r between 0 and 1 there exists a sentence 6 with prob(6) = r (Theorem 6.5). In 
particular prob(6) obtains transcendental values. Here r is said to be 
arithmetically definable if there exists a formula cp(X, Y) of arithmetic such that 
for each a, b E N, &a, b) is true if and only if r < a/b. 
The main idea behind the proof of these results is to encode enough finite sets 
in the fields Q(a). Applying Kummer theory we show (Section 1) how to use the 
operation of the o’s on the elements of 0 to encode the group of roots of unity in 
o(o). Similarly we encode the a(o)-division points of each elliptic curve E 
defined over o(o). For e 2 2 and for almost all (T E Go, all these sets are finite 
([13] and [S]). 0 nce this is done we use an idea of Duret [4] to encode all subsets 
of these sets. Thus we get weak monadic theories encoded in T(Q, e). Then, 
using the roots of unity we interpret the theory of finite graphs in T(Q, e) 
(Proposition 2.3). A use of elliptic curves leads to the interpretation of arithmetic 
in T(Q, e) (Proposition 2.4). 
The proof that each prob(6) is an arithmetically definable number is based on 
the identity Truth((gX)q(X)) = lJ,,o Truth(+)), and on the observation, that if 
V(X,> . . ., X,) is a quantifier free formula in the extended language and 
Xl, . . f , x, E 0, then prob(v(x)) . IS a rational number which can be effectively 
computed from q(x). 
To prove the converse we first find for the given arithmetically definable real r 
an arithmetically definable subset B0 of N such that r is essentially equal to the 
probability that the number of roots of unity a(o) belongs to BO. Then we use the 
interpretation of arithmetic in T(Q, e) to obtain a sentence 6 of Z(ring, Q, e) 
such that prob(6) = r. 
Finally we note that our methods fail in the case e = 1, since for almost all 
aG(Q) the field @a) contains infinitely many roots of unity [5], and also 
infinitely many division points of every elliptic curve defined over it [6]. On the 
other hand all our results for the case e > 2 are actually proved for an arbitrary 
infinite base field K finitely generated over its prime field. 
1. Division points over k(o) 
Throughout this paper we shall be working over a fixed infinite base field K, 
finitely generated over its prime field. It is well known that such a field is 
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Hilbertian [15, p. 1551. We denote by G(K) the absolute Galois group of K and 
for each e equip G(K)’ with its unique normalized Haar measure ,u. For each 
lJ=(o,, . . .) a,) E G(K)’ let K,(o) be the fixed field of ol, . . . , a, in the 
separable closure K, of B, and let Z?(a) be the maximal purely inseparable 
extension of K,(o). 
Recall that a field L is said to be PAC (pseudo algebraically closed) if every 
absolutely irreducible nonempty variety V defined over L has an L-rational point. 
The algebraic and model theory of these fields will be treated quite thoroughly in 
the forthcoming monograph [7]. 
We summarize some well known properties of almost all fields K,(o) for e 2 2 
that eventually lead to the undecidability of the theory of almost all structures 
(Z?, 0). For any field F we denote by U(F) the group of roots of unity in F. We 
also denote by <n a primitive nth root of 1. 
Proposition 1.1. For every integer e k 2 and almost all (T E G(K)’ 
(a) Z?(U) is PAC; 
(b) G(i?(o)) is isomorphic to the free projinite group Fe, on e generators; 
(c) U(K(o)) is a finite group; and 
(d) I!@(O)) = {z E R 1 Af=r o;z = z A (3a E K)[cY# 0 A a,a = za]}. 
Also, for every positive integer n the measure of the set of all (T E G(K)’ such that 
1 U(K(o))i 2 n is positive. 
Proof. See [ll, p. 761 for (a), [12, p. 2861 for (b) and [13, p. 1241 for (c). 
In order to prove (d) let GE G(K)’ and let L = K(o), and consider first an 
element z of the right hand side of (d). Let a: be as above and denote by n the 
degree of the Galois hull of L(a) over L. Then cx = &a = zna, hence zn = 1. 
For the converse we may assume that (b), (c) hold. Let z E L be a primitive nth 
root of unity. Since G(L) is free the map or H 1 + Z extends to an epimorphism 
of G(L) onto Z/&I. The fixed field, N, of the kernel of this epimorphism is a 
cyclic extension of L of degree n and the restriction of or to N generates %(NIL). 
By Kummer theory, N is generated over L by a nonzero element CC such that 
(Y” E L. Then ora = cna, for some primitive nth root of unity 5;, E L. Since .z = Ci 
for some 1s i s n - 1, we have a,& = ZCY~. Thus z belongs to the right hand side 
of (d). 
The last part of the proposition follows from the fact that G(K(<,))e has 
positive measure. 0 
The roots of unity form the torsion subgroup of the multiplicative group of the 
field. To derive a stronger undecidability for the theory of almost all (Z?, 0) we 
need information about the torsion of infinitely many elliptic curves over R(U). 
Let L be a field of characteristic #2.3. Recall that the Weierstrass normal form 
of an elliptic curve E over L is Y2 = 4X3 - g,X - g, where A = g: - 27g: # 0. This 
form is completely determined by the j-invariant j = 123gsA-’ and the Hasse 
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invariant y = -&,g;’ mod(K*)‘. If char(l) = 2 or char(l) = 3, E has different 
Weierstrass normal forms; both of them are nevertheless cubic functions in X and 
Y [23, Appendix]. In each case E(L), the set of L-rational points of L, is an 
abelian group, with the point at infinity as the zero, and with addition given by 
rational functions over L (e.g. [3, p. 2141). Let E,, = {P E E ) nP = 0} be the set of 
n-division points of E, E,(L) = {P E E(L) 1 nP = 0}, and E,,,(L) the set of points 
of E(L) of finite order. 
Proposition 1.2 [8, p. 2591. For each e 3 2, for almost all (T E G(K)’ and for every 
elliptic curve E defined over K(o), the group E&l?(o)) is finite. 
It is well known that for each elliptic curve E defined over K, the group E,, is 
finite, and even isomorphic to ZlnZ x ZlnZ, if n is relatively prime to char(K) [3, 
p. 2191. The field K(E,) is then a finite Galois extension of K which contains Z& 
[8, p. 2181 and %(K(E,)IK) operates faithfully on E,. Thus the transformation 
group (%K(E$K), E,J . 1s isomorphic to a subgroup of (GL(2, ZlnZ), ZlnZ x Z’/ 
nZ). This means that there are two maps (denoted by the same letter), an 
embedding di: %(K(E,)IK)- GL(2, ZlnZ) an d an isomorphism CD :E,, + ZinZ x 
ZlnZ such that @(oP) = Q(o) . @(P) for each (T E %(K(E,)IK) and P E E,. 
Lemma 1.3. For every positive integer n relatively prime to char(K) there is a 
sequence El, &, E,, . . of elliptic curves defined over K such that for each i 2 1 
there is an embedding 
pi: (YI(K(Ei,,)IK), Ei,,)+ (GL(2, ZlnZ X ZlnZ) 
of transformation groups such that 
o( f,) = ~$t(@&)) for every o E %(K(E,,,)IK) 
and which maps %(K(E,,,)IK(<,)) tsomorphically onto SL(2, ZlnZ). Moreover, 
we may take the sequence of fields K(E,,,), K(G,,), K(E,,,), . . . to be linearly 
disjoint over K( c,). 
Proof. Let E be an elliptic curve with a transcendental j-invariant. Then it is well 
known (Igusa [lo, p. 4691) that there exists an embedding 
@: (%(K(j, E,$K(j)), E,J-+ (GL(2, ZinZ), Z/nZ x ZlnZ) 
of transformation groups such that 
a(&) = fndctCQCo)) for every CJ E Y(K(j, E,)IK(j)) 
and which maps %(L(j, E,,,)IL(j)) isomorphically onto SL(2, ZlnZ) for every 
algebraic extension L of K(<,). 
Suppose by induction that we have already found elliptic curves E,, . . . , E, 
that satisfy the above requirements. Then L = K(E,,,, . . . , E,,,) is a finite Galois 
extension of K that contains f,. For each j’ E K” consider the elliptic curve E’ 
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defined over K with j’ as its j-invariant. The specialization j-+ j’ defines a good 
reduction of E to E’ which maps the group En isomorphically onto EA (Cassels [3, 
p. 2541). Since K is Hilbertian we may choose j’ such that this reduction induces 
isomorphisms 
and 
(g(KO’, &YK(j)), E,) = (~(K(EJIK), Ek) 
g(Uj, EYUj)) = NIL) s g(K(5,, E~)IK(k)). 
We may therefore choose E,,,,, as E’. 0 
Proposition 1.4. For each positive integer e, for almost all o E G(K)’ and for 
every n E N there exists an elliptic curve E, defined over K, and which has a 
k(o)-rational point P of order n. 
Proof. It suffices to fix e and n, and to prove that. for almost all (r E G(K)’ there 
exists an elliptic curve E, defined over K, which has a K(o)-rational point of 
order n. 
We may use the sequence El, l$, E3, . . . of elliptic curves, introduced in 
Lemma 1.3. The action of 5!9(K(l&)IK) on c, induces an isomorphism onto a 
subgroup A of ZlnZ. For each a EA there is o in %(K(Ei,,)IK) such that 
det(@(o)) = a. Since Qj maps %(K(E,,,)IK(<,)) onto SL(2, ZlnZ) each g E 
GL(2, ZlnZ) with det(g) = a is the image under @; of some element of 
C!?(K(E,,,)IK). Let a,, : . . , a, E A and for each i 2 1 denote by ail, . . . , a, the 
elements of %(K(Ei,,)IK) which are mapped under @; (Lemma 1.3), respectively, 
onto the matrices 
For each j we have 
(,‘aj t)(:)=(i) and det(lAa, ~jza” 
Since the order of (i) is n so is the order of P; = Q;‘(i), o/,(e) = e and 
o,.([,) = <2. Hence, for each o in the set 
S(i, a) = (0 E G(K)’ 1 ResKcE,,,) cr = oi} 
there exists a point in E,(Z?(a)) of order n. Thus, in order to conclude the proof, 
it suffices to prove that the measure of the union S of all S(i, a)‘s is 1. 
Indeed, choose a t E G(K)’ (depending on a) such that ~~(5,) = <2, for 
j = 1, . . . , e. Then r-i . S(i, a) c G(K(L))‘. S ince the fields K(E1,,), K(I&), . . . 
are linearly disjoint over K(C,), the sequence z-l . S(1, a), 6’ * S(2, a), . . . is 
independent in the probability space G(K(l&))’ [12, p. 2851. Also, the measure of 
S(i, a) is nonzero and independent of i. Hence the measure of S(a) = 
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UYil S(i, a), in G(K(5,))’ ’ IS 1. Thus, in the space G(K)’ we have 
,@(a)) = P& z-’ . S(i, a)) = IAl-‘. 
For two distinct e-tuples a, a’ E A’, the sets S(a) and S(a’) are disjoint. Since 
there are IAI’ such sets, their union, S, is of measure 1. 0 
The recognition of E,,,(I?(o)) in E(K), in terms of U, depends on the following 
combination of [14, Theorem 2.21 and [14, Lemma 1.11. 
Proposition 1.5. For every positive integer e, for almost all o E G(K)‘, for every 
absolutely irreducible variety V defined over L = K(o) and for every birational 
transformation r/ of V of finite order, defined over L, there exists a point a E V(K) 
such that o,(a) = n(a), for i = 1, . . , e. 
Corollary 1.6. For each e * 1, for almost all @ E G(K)’ and for every elliptic curve 
E defined over L = K(U) 
E,,,(L) = 12 E E(K) 1 l&I UiZ = z A (3a E E(K))aIa = a + z}; (1) 
the sum, a + z, is taken by the law of addition in E. 
Proof. Suppose first that a point z E E(K) belongs to the right hand side of (1). 
Then z E E(L) and there exists a point a as above. Let n be the degree of the 
Galois hull of L(a) over L. Then a = &a = a + nz, hence nz = 0, i.e. z E E,,,(L). 
To prove the converse we may assume that (r satisfies Proposition 1.5. Then 
each z E E,,,(L) induces a birational transformation of E, x HX + z, of finite 
order and defined over L. Then there exists a point a E E(K) such that 
o,a=a+z,fori=l,..., e. Thus z belongs to the right hand side of (1). 0 
The following result holds for arbitrary fields but it is in particular useful for 
PAC fields. 
Proposition 1.7 (Duret [9, 4.3 and 5.21). Let a,, . . . , ak, bl, . . . , bt be distinct 
elements of afield L 
(a) If n is relatively prime to char(L) and c is a nonzero element of L, then the 
variety V defined over L by the system of equations 
X+a;=Yy, fori=l,...,k; X+bj=cZj’, forj=l,...,l 
is nonempty and absolutely irreducible. 
(b) If char(L) =p, aI, . . . , ak, bl, . . . , bt are linearly independent over Fr, and 
c E L, then the variety defined by the system of equations 
aiY=Yf-Y:, fori=l,...,k; 
bjX+c=YT-Y, forj=l,...,l 
is nonempty and absolutely irreducible. 
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Proof. (a) Let x be a transcendental element over L and let yi, zi be algebraic 
elements over L(x) such that x + ai = yr, for i = 1, . . . , k and x + bj = CZJ’, for 
j=l,...,I. 
Since x+a, ,..., x+ak,x+b, ,..., x + bl are distinct prime elements of 
&I, they are also multiplicatively linearly independent modulo (L(x)“)“. Thus, 
by Kummer theory %(i(x, y, z)lL(x)) = (ZlnZ)k+’ [18, p. 2191; in particular 
E(x, Yl), . . . , &, Yk), &, z,), . . . , I?(x, z,) are linearly disjoint over L(x). This 
means that Yy - (x + Ui) is an irreducible polynomial over L(x, y,, . . . , yi-l), for 
i=l,..., k and ~27 - (x + bj) is an irreducible polynomial over 
L(x, y, Zl, * . . 2,-l), for j = 1, . . . , E. Therefore, if (5, q, 5) is a K-rational point 
of V, then the L-specialization x-+ 5 can be successively extended to an 
L-specialization (x, y, z)+ (E, 1, 5) [17, p. lo]. We conclude that V is an 
absolutely irreducible variety with (x, y, z) as a generic point. Finally note that, 
since nk+l = [L(x, y, z) : k(x)] G [L(x, y, z) : L(x)] G nk+‘, the fields L(x, y, z) and 
L(x) are linearly disjoint over L(x). Hence L(x, y, z) is a regular extension of L, 
therefore V is defined over L. 
(b) Replace Kummer theory by Artin-Schreier theory [24, p. 2211 and proceed 
as before. Note that the assumption about the linear independence over Fp of 
al, . . . , ak, b I, . . . , b, implies that the additive group B(L(x)) = {up - u 1 u E 
L(x)} has index p kfl in the group generated by alx, . . . , akx, blx - c, . . . , b,x - 
c and by P(L(x)). 0 
2. Coding in PAC fields with monadic quantifiers 
Every first order language 3 naturally extends to a language _5$, the language 
of n-adic quantifiers It is the simplest extension of 3’ which allows for each m < y1 
quantification over certain m-ary relations on the underlying sets of structures of 
3. To obtain Z,, from 3 adjoin for each PIE <n a sequence of m-ary variable 
symbols %,,I, Xm.2, X,,,3, . . . . The variable symbols of 3 are taken here as 
Xl, ?2., x3, . . . . An atomic formula of -Fe, is either an atomic formula of 3 or a 
formula (xi(i), . . . , xi,,,) E X,,, where m drz and i(l), . . . , i(m), j are positive 
integers. As usual we close the set of formulas of Z,, under negation, disjunction, 
conjunction and quantification on variables. A structure for .Z,, (or an n-adic 
structure for 2%) is a system (A, Zll, . . . , 2!, ), where A is a structure for 3 and, 
for each m s n, %?,,, is a nonempty collection of m-ary relations on the underlying 
set of A (which we also denote by A). The structure is weak if for each m, all 
relations in Z!,,, are finite. We interpret the variables xi as elements of A and the 
variables X,i as elements of sj. Thus “(xi, . . . , x,) E X,,” means “(xi, . . , x,) 
belongs to Xmj”, “3~~” means “there exists an element xi in A” and “3X,,” 
means “there exists an element X,, in &,,“. 
Theories of Z,,, n-adic theories, are often undecidable. Thus whenever we 
“interpret” such a theory in another theory (e.g., a theory of PAC fields), the 
latter also turns out to be undecidable. 
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To be more precise let T and T* be theories of languages 3 and Z*, 
respectively. An interpretation of T in T* is a recursive map 6 * 6* of sentences 
of Y onto sentences of 5!‘* such that T k 6 if and only if T” 1 I?*. Obviously, if T 
is undecidable, then so is T”. 
We are mainly interested in the case where 3 = Z(ring, K) is the language of 
rings enriched by constant symbols for each element of K. For integers q 12 and 
p, and for a field F, we say that hypothesis H(p, q) holds in F if 
or 
char(F)=p, p % q, 5, E F and (F”)Y# FX; 
char(F)=p, plq and ~(F)={uP-u~u~F}#F. 
Similarly we say that a class, 9, of n-adic structures over fields satisfies hypothesis 
H(p, q) if for each structure (F, S?,, . . , S!,,) in 9, F is a field that satisfies 
hypotheses H(p, q). 
For the next lemma consider a class 9 of weak monadic structures over PAC 
fields that satisfy condition H(p, q), for some p and q. To each (F, 2) in 9 we 
associate another monadic structure (F, 22’) and denote the class of all (F, .S!‘)‘s 
by 9’. The definition of (F, 22’) is divided into two cases: 
Case A, p Jr q: EL’ is the collection of all sets 
D(A,u)={a~A/(3y~F)ly#O&a+u=y~}, whereAE9anduEF. 
Case B, p / q: 2’ is the collection of all sets 
E(A, u, v) = {a EA / (3y E F)[& = YP -Y I}, where A E 2 and U, u E F. 
In both cases each X E 9’ is contained in some A E 22. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) For each structure (F, 2) in 9 the collection 2’ consists of all 
subsets of the sets A E 2. 
(b) The monadic theory Th(9’) is interpretable in Th(%). 
(c) To each formula rp(X) in ZI we recursively associate another formula 
q’(X) of 2, such that for every (F, 9,) E 9 and A E 9, we have: (F, 2’) k &A) if 
and only if (F, 22) k q’(A). 
Proof. We treat each of the above cases separately. 
Case A: Choose an element c E F - F9. Let A E 22 and let X be a subset of A. 
By Proposition 1.7(a), and since A is finite and F is PAC, there exist u E F and 
yO~FX for each aEA such that a+u=yz for all aeX and a+u=cy9, for all 
a EA -X. Then X= D(A, u), since (F”)q fl c(F”)~ = 0. This proves (a). 
Now define a map q+ q* from formulas of _Yr onto formulas of _Y1 by 
induction on the structure of 9. If QI is an atomic formula of 3, let q* = q. If Q, is 
the formula a E X, define QI* to be the formula 
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where ux, yx are variables symbols on elements and Ax is a variable symbol on 
sets attached to the variable X. Next let the star operation commute with 
negation, disjunction, conjunction and quantification on elements. Finally, if +* 
has been defined for a formula 111 and Q, is the formula (3X)q, then define v* to 
be W~P~XNJ*. 
One verifies now by induction on the structure of a formula q(z, X,, . . . , X,) 
with the free variables among {z, Xi, . . . , X,} that for each monadic structure 
(F,L2)in9,forA1 ,..., A,~Z?andu, ,..., ~,~Fwehave 
In particular, if 6 is a sentence of Zi, then 6 is true in (F, 22’) if and only if 6* is 
true in (F, 2). Thus the map Be 6* is an interpretation of the Th(9’) in 
Th(9). 
For a formula q(X) of Z1 let q’(X) be the formula 
(%Y)](P*(X> 21x) A (vax)] a, E x-+ (32,)[2, # 0 A a, + 21x = Z$]]]. 
For each A E 22 there exists TV E F such that A = D(A, v). It follows from (1) that 
(F, 2’) k q(A) if and only if (F, 22) L q’(A). This proves (c). 
Case B: Choose an element c E F - P(F), let A E 22 and let X be a subset of A. 
Since F is an infinite field, there exists an element u E F such that CacA &(a)(~ + 
a)-’ # 0 for every function (Y : A + LFP which is not identically zero. Now apply 
Proposition 1.7(b) to find u E F and for each a E A an element ya E F such that 
(u + a)-% = y; - y,foreacha~Xand(u+a)-‘v=y$-y,+cforeacha~A- 
X. It follows that E(A, u, v) =X. This proves (a). The proofs of (b) and (c) are 
done as in Case A. 0 
Our next construction allows us to replace monadic structures by certain n-adic 
structures. As before we start from a class 9 of weak monadic structures over 
PAC fields that satisfies hypotheses H(p, q). For each structure {F, 22) E 9 and 
for every m < n let 22, be the collection of all subsets of AI X * . . x A,, where 
Ai,. . . , A, E 2 Denote by 9m the class of n-adic structures (F, L’?~, . . . , LJ.&) 
obtained in this way. 
Lemma 2.2. Th(%,,) is interpretable in Th(9). Moreover, to each formula q(X) 
in 2TI we can recursively associate a formula q’(X) in TI such that for every 
(F, 22) E 9 and A E 22 we have 
(F, 21,. . . , %) b 44) e (6 22) k v’(A). 
Proof. The interpretation of Th(&) in Th(9) goes through the theories of two 
auxiliary classes of weak monadic structures. 
For each (F, 2) in 9 and each m s n consider the bilinear map 
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n:FmxFm+Fdefined by3t(c,x)=C~,cixi. Extend9 to 
~~=~~l{K(C,AIx...xA,)lCtF’nandA,,.. . ,A,E~} 
and let 9’ be the class of all monadic structures (F, 9’). Then the relation 
B=n(c,A,, . . . , A,) between the sets in 9 and the sets in 9’ gives an obvious 
interpretation of Th(9’) in Th(9). We can then use this interpretation and the 
identity A = ~(1, A) to recursively associate to each formula q(X) of 9, a 
formula q’(X) of ZI such that (F, 9’) b q(A) if and only if (F, 9) k q’(A), for 
every (F,9)~.9andA~5?. 
Next replace each (F, 9’) E 9’ by the weak monadic structure (F, S?“), where 
9” consists of all subsets of sets in 9’. Lemma 2.1 asserts that the theory of P’, of 
P’, the class of all (F, _!?I”), is interpretable in Th(P). Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, 
we can recursively associate to each formula p)(X) of _!ZI a formula q”(X) of -Fe, 
such that (F, 9”) k q(A) if and only if (F, 9.‘) k @‘(A), for every (F, 2) E 9 and 
A ~92. 
Finally, for each (F, 9) E 9, m G n, c E F”, Al, . . , A, E 9? and B G 
JC(C,A~X ..- X A,), the set 
S(c,A,, . . , A,, B) = {(x1, . . . , x,) E A, x * * . x A, 1 n(c, x) E B) 
belongs to 2,. Conversely, let Al, . . . , A, E 9. Since F is infinite there exists 
c E F” such that CE’=, (xi - xl)ci # 0 for every distinct x, x’ E Al x . . . X A,. Then 
the map x* z(c, x) from AI x . . . X A, into F is injective. Hence, if we start 
from RcA,x.--xA, and define B = {n(c, x) 1 XE R}, then R = S(c, 
Al,..., A,, B). This representation of s2, gives an obvious interpretation of 
Th(sn) in Th( 9”). Moreover, the identity A = S(1, A, A), can be used to 
recursively associate to each formula v)(X) of ZI a formula q’(X) of _Y, such that 
(F, $1,. . . , 212,) k q(A) if and only if (F, 9”) 1 q’(X) for every (F, 9) E 9 and 
A E 9. 
A combination of the above three interpretations gives the desired one. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let 9 be a class of weak monadic structures over PAC fields that 
satisfies hypotheses H(p, q). Assume that 
(2) For every n B 1 there exists (F, 92) E 9 and there exists A E 9 of cardinality 
at least n. 
Then Th(9) is undecidable. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2, for n = 2, to 9. Then recursively associate to each 
sentence 6 in the language Z’(graph) of symmetric graphs the sentence 6* of 5!?* 
(VA E S?,)(VR E Z&)[R G A x A and R symmetric =$ (A, R) k 61. 
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Let T be the set of sentences 6 of x(graph) such that Th(sz) k 6*. By (2) and by 
Lemma 2.2, T = Th(finite symmetric graphs), hence [5, p. 791 T is nonrecursive. 
It follows that Th(&), hence also Th(9) is undecidable. q 
Remark. Proposition 2.3 remains true if we remove the restriction on the 
structures to be weak and demand instead in (2) that A is finite. Similar changes 
should be made in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
In our next proposition we replace (2) by a stronger condition and then 
interpret arithmetic in Th(9). This is a stronger result than the interpretation of 
the theory of finite graphs in Th(%), since it is known that arithmetic is much 
more complicated than the theory of finite graphs. By ‘Arithmetic’ we mean the 
complete theory of the structure N = (N, +, ., 1). 
Proposition 2.4. Let 9 be a class of weak monadic structures over PAC fields that 
satisfies hypotheses H(p, q). Assume that for all (F, 2) E 9 the cardinality of the 
sets A E .9 is unbounded. Then Th(X) . 1s interpretable in Th(@. Moreover there is 
a recursive map p)(x) ++ Q1 *(X) f rom formulas of arithmetic to formulas of ZI such 
that for all (F, 22) E 9 and A E 22 we have (F, 9) k q*(A) if and only if 
J k q,(IAI>. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.2, for n = 3, to 9 and interpret Th(X) in Th(?F3). 
Recall that for each (F, 22) E 9, the collection s2, contains with each set A all 
subsets of A. Therefore the map A H IAl maps Z?i onto N. 
We give explicit first-order definitions of the preimages in 2i of =, + and .: 
Equality: IAll = IA21e(gR E S.,)[R GA, xA, is a bijection between A, and 
Ad 
Addition: IAll + IA21 = IA( e there exist Bi, B2 in 21 partitioning A with 
IAil = l&l and l&l = l&l. 
Multiplication: IAll - IA21 = IAl if and only if there exists R in .& such that 
R E AI x A2 x A is a bijection between AI x A2 and A. 
This interpretation gives a recursive map, q(x) H q’(X), from formulas of 
_Y(arith) with the variable x onto formulas q’(X) with the variable X such that 
for all (F, 9) E 9 and for each A E SI 
(F, 91, % 23) i= q’(A) e JV”~ Q~IAI>. 
In particular, if 6 is a sentence of _Y(arith), then X k 6 if and only if 
Th(ss) k 6’. 0 
Remark. It can be shown that the interpretability of Th(X) in Th(9) follows 
already from the existence of a structure (F, 22) E 9 such that the cardinality of 
the sets A E 22 is unbounded. 
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3. The theory of almost all (k,oI,. . . , q)‘s 
We combine the methods developed in Section 2 with the algebraic background 
of Section 1 to obtain undecidability results for theories over PAC fields 
Recall that we are working over a fixed infinite base field K, finitely generated 
over its prime field. For each e L 1 extend the language Z(ring, K) (Section 2) to 
a language .Z = Z(ring, K, e) by adding e unary function symbols _Z1, . . . , Ze and 
also extend JZ to a language Z’(ring, K, e) by adding constant symbols for each 
element of K. Every e-tuple (a,, . . . , ae) of automorphism of K, over K extends 
uniquely to an e-tuple of automorphisms of K, also denoted by or, . . . , a,. So 
(I?, o) is a structure for Z’(ring, K, e). We denote by T(K, e) the set of all 
sentences 6 of T(ring, K, e) true in (K, o), for almost all o E G(K)‘. In general 
we define the truth set of a sentence 6 of Z(ring, K, e) as 
Truth(6) = {o E G(K)’ 1 (I?, u) I= S}. 
It is a measurable set. Indeed, if &x1, . . . , x,) is a quantifier free formula and 
Xl, * * * , x, E K-, then Truth(q(x,, . . . , x,)) is an open-closed set. For an arbitrary 
formula Q~(x, y) we have 
Truth((ByMx, Y)) = $J Truth(cp(x, y)), 
where y ranges over K. Conclude by induction on structure that Truth(@) is even 
a Bore1 subset of G(K)‘. 
The measure of Truth(O) may be considered as the probability of 6 to be true 
among the (K, (T)‘s and we write Prob(6) = p(Truth(6)). 
Theorem 3.1. For e 32, T(K, e) is an undecidable theory. Moreover Th(N) is 
interpretable in T(K, e). Also, there is a recursive map q(x) - cp* from formulas 
in arithmetic onto sentences in Z(ring, K, e) such that for almost all o E G(K)” 
JV-k qw(Q))l) e (K 4 I= q*- 
Proof. Let S be the intersection of the countably many sets Truth(6) where 
6 E T(K, e) and the set {o E G(K)’ 1 o(K(o)) is finite} (Proposition 1.1). Then 
,u(S) = 1. For each o E S the field K(o) is a PAC field that satisfies hypotheses 
H(char(K), 2) and U(K(o)), the group of roots of unity in K(o), is finite. We 
associate with (r the monadic structure over K(G), consisting of one set, namely 
U(K(a)) and let 9 be the class of all these structures. Since U(K(o)) is 
unbounded as IJ ranges over S (Proposition l.l), Proposition 2.3 implies that 
Th(9) is undecidable. 
Proposition 1.1(d) suggests an interpretation of Th(9) in Th(K, e): replace 
zEAby 
(3a)(& a,2 = 2 A olz = za). 
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If v* is the interpretation of a formula QI of &, then q* is also the interpretation 
of (3A)cp. We conclude that T(K, e) is undecidable. 
To interpret Th(J) in T(K, e) we first consider an elliptic curve E defined over 
an algebraic extension L of K as the set of solutions in g” of a certain cubic, 
f(X, Y), in Weierstrass normal form. Denote by E&,(L) the set of first 
coordinates of points in E,,,(L). Note that for each x E E&,(L) there exists at 
most three points of E(L) having x as their first coordinate. Now associate with 
each (T E S the collection 
2’(o) = V@(o))> n V&(&J)) 1 E . IS an elliptic curve defined over R(o)}. 
By Proposition 1.2 we may assume that every set in S?‘(o) is finite. By 
Proposition 1.4, the cardinality of the sets in 9’(o) is unbounded. Thus, the class 
S’={(K(o), S’(o)) [GES} f o monadic structures satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 2.4. Conclude that Th(K) is interpretable in Th(9’). Moreover, 
there is a recursive map q(x) H q’(X), from formulas of arithmetic onto 
formulas of LZ1 such that for every o E S and every A E S?‘(a), Th(X) k q(IAI) if 
and only if (K(o), S?‘(o)) k q’(A). 
Now use Corollary 1.6, to interpret Th(9’) in T(K, e). Observe that here 3A 
should be replaced by saying “there exist coefficients in k(o) of the cubicf(X, Y) 
such that the corresponding discriminant is not zero” (here it is necessary to 
distinguish between char(K) = 2, char(K) = 3 and char(K) # 2, 3), while “x E A” 
should be interpreted as “x is a root of unity or x is the first coordinate of an 
elliptic curve E defined over K(o)“. Conclude that Th(X) is interpretable in 
T(K e). 
Finally we reserve a monadic variable, say X1, to be interpreted only as 
U(g(o)), while all other monadic variables are interpreted as before, either as 
U(R(o)) or as E:,,(k(o)). This gives a recursive map q’(XJ * q* from formulas 
of _& onto sentences of L!?(ring, K, e) such that for every (r E S, (R(o), S’(o)) k 
q’(U(k(o))) if and only if (z, o) k ~1*. Combine this with the above to obtain 
the final statement of the theorem. 0 
Problem 3.2. Is T(K, 1) a decidable theory? 
4. Arithmetically defined functions 
Recall that an n-ary relation R on kJ is arithmetically definable (we will usually 
omit the word ‘arithmetically’) if there exists a formula Q?(x~, . . . , x,) of X such 
that for each x E N”, we have x E R if and only if X k q(x). Similarly define 
definable functions f : N” -+ N. 
A real number r is said to be definable if there exists a formula ~(x, y) of JV 
such that r > a/b if and only if X k ~(a, b). In particular every rational number is 
definable. More generally, a sequence {qn}rZ1 of real numbers is said to be 
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definable, if there exists a formula r&(x, y, z) of X such that q,, > a/b if and only if 
X L $r(n, a, b). Similarly one defines a definable sequence {qn(k)}z,l of real- 
valued functions and observes that if q(k) = lim,,, qn(k), for every k E N, then 
q(k) is a definable real-valued function. 
It is well known that recursive functions are definable. Moreover, a function 
(resp. relation) which is defined from definable functions by the recursive 
operations (composition of functions, induction and minimalizations) is itself 
definable [22, p. 3131. 
Lemma 4.1. Let {q,,}~=, be a definable sequence of nonnegative real numbers with 
a = Czrl qn finite. Suppose that for all n we have 
qn c 2 4;. (1) 
Then for each definable real r with 0 < r G a there is a definable increasing sequence 
{n(i)}T_=I such that CT=, qn(i) = r. 
Proof. Define the sequence {n(i)}~zI by induction so that for each k 
O<r-qq,(O-**.-qn(k)s C qi. (2) 
i>n(k) 
Indeed, if 4n(l), . . . , qn(k) have already been defined, then, since qi+ 0, and by 
(2) there exists an i > n(k) such that qi < r - qnCII - . . . - qnCkI. Let n(k + 1) be 
the first integer larger than n(k) such that 
qn(k+l) < r - h(l) - ’ ’ . - h(k). (3) 
If n(k + 1) = n(k) + 1, then, by (2), 
r - qn(l) - . . ‘-qn(k)-qn(k+l)G c - i>n(k) 41 %(k)+l = c 4i. 
i>n(k+l) 
If n(k + 1) > n(k) + 1, then, by (1) 
r - qn(l) - . . ’ - qn(k) s qn(k+l)-I 
c i>n(Zl)-1”’ 
Thus in both cases (2) holds for k + 1. Note that to define n(1) (2) degenerates to 
the assumption 0 < r c Ci,O qi. 
The right hand side of (2) is the tail of a convergent series. Conclude that 
r = CTzI q,+). Also, the definition of {n(i)},“,l involves only recursive operations 
on the definable number r and the definable sequence {qn}rzl. Hence {n(i)}i”,I is 
a definable sequence. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let B be a definable set of positive integers and let T be a finite set, 
disjoint from B. Suppose that q : T U B+ R is a dejmable function such that 
(4a) qn 2 0 for each n E T U B and s = CncTUs qn is finite; 
(4b) q1 C maxbpB qn for each t E T; and 
(4~) for every b E B there exists b’ E B such that ;qb < qb’ < qb. 
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Then for all dejinable r with 0 < r s s, there exists a subset To of T and a definable 
subset B,, of B such that CreT, qt + CbsBo qb = r, 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 it suffices to define a bijective map n: N+ T U B such that 
the sequence { qnCn)}TC1 satisfies condition (1). 
Indeed define first n from { 1, . . . , ITI} onto T in an arbitrary way. Then 
proceed by induction. Assume that IE > (TI and that n(n) has already been 
defined such that if i E B - {~t(lTl+ l), . . . , n(n)} = C, then qi s qnCn). Define 
~(12 + 1) as the first element of C such that qnCn+II = maxiec qi. Then n: N - 
(1, . . . 7 ITI}+ B is injective. Since for every E > 0 there are only finitely many 
b E B such that qb 2 E, the map n is also surjective. 
If n G ITI, then (4b) implies that qnCnI d Ci,n q,+). For IZ > ITI, (4~) gives a 
subset {b(O), b(l), b(2), . . .} of B such that n(n) = b(0) and iqbO.) < qbticlI < 
qb(j) for j =O, 1, 2, . . . . For each ja 1 let n(j) > ITJ such that n(n(j)) = b(j). 
Then II < n(j) and qnCnUII > 2-‘q,(,,. Hence 
as required. 0 
5. Definability of Prob(8) 
In this section we assume that e 2 1. We saw in Section 3 that for each sentence 
6 of .Z(ring, R, e), Truth(6) is measurable. 
To describe the nature of Prob(6) we assume that K is an explicitly given 
finitely generated extension of a prime field. Then one can effectively give an 
encoding i : k+ N such that i(K) is a recursive subset of i(K) [6, Theorem 2.61. 
This can be used to explicitly encode the formulas of Z(ring, ff, e) in N such that 1 
is not a code of a formula. 
Let A, (resp. E,) denote the set of sentences 6 E _Y(ring, l?, e) in prenex form 
(‘. consisting of a string of quantifier variables followed by a quantifier-free 
fbred,ula) whose intial quantifier string is of the form (Vx)(3y) . . . (resp. 
(3x)(Vy) . . -) and is of length IZ (that is, there are 12 distinct blocks of quantifiers). 
Denote by Truth(A,) (resp. Truth(&)) the collection of all sets Truth(B) with 
6 EA, (resp. 6 E E,). Then the equalities 
Truth((QxMx)) U TrW(QuMy)) = TruW(Qx, Y)V(X) v V(Y))~ 
TruW(QxMx)) n Truth((QyMy)) = TrW(Qx, Y)Q?(x) A V(Y)) 
(where Q is either 3 of V q(x) (resp. q(y)) is a formula in .Z(Ring, K, e) whose 
free variables are among the xi’s (resp, yj’s); the xi’s do not occur in q(y) and the 
yj’s do not occur in q(x)), imply that Truth(A,) and Truth(E) are closed under 
finite unions and intersections. 
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Definition. For n > 0, the collection Truth(A,) (resp. Truth(E,)) is encoded by a 
functionffrom N onto Truth(A,) (resp. Truth(E,)) and functions g,, g,: N’+ N if 
(la) f(code(b)) = Truth(6), for every 6 EA, (resp. 6 E E,); 
(lb) f(gi(k m)) =f(k) uf(m) and f(g4k m)) =f(k) nf(m), for all k m E N 
and 
(lc) g,, g, and the ternary relation on N defined by ,u(f(k)) > a/b are definable. 
Lemma 5.1. Truth(E,) is art encoded collections of subsets of G(K)‘. 
Proof. In each sentence 6 E E, there are only finitely many elements x1, . , x, 
involved. Let L be a finite normal extension of K that contains xi, . . . , x, and 
denote by LO the maximal separable extension of K in L. The number c of 
e-tuples t E %(L,IK)’ such that (L, r) F 6 can be effectively computed [6, Lemma 
2.51 and Prob(6) = cl[L,: K]‘. In particular the function code(@) ~Prob(6) is 
recursive. Write Prob(6) as a(6)lb(6), where a(6) = 0 and b(6) = 1, or a(6) 
and b(6) are relatively prime positive integers. 
Define now f(code(6)) = Truth(@) f or GEE, and f(m)=0 for meN- 
Truth(E,). Let also g,(code(q), cede(6)) = code(q v S), gl(k, cede(6)) = 
code(G), g,(code(q), m) = code(q) and g,(k, m) = 1, for q, 6 E E. and k, m E N- 
Truth(E,). Finally let g,(code(q), code(G)) = code(q A S), for q, 6 E E,, and 
g,(k, m) = 1 if k or m belong to N - Truth(E,). Then (lb) is satisfied. Also, g,, g, 
and the ternary relation “p(f(k)) > a/b” are recursive, hence definable. Thus f, 
g, and g, encode Truth(E,). 0 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the functions f, gl and g2 encode Truth(A,). Then we 
can define functions f’, g; and g; that encode Truth(E,+,). 
Proof. Denote by gCw the set of all finite sequences of elements of Z? and define 
a map h,: E,,+, X l?-‘“*A, by 
ho(“GWW’~ 4 = r”,‘,::,,, if x and a are of equal length, otherwise, 
where “false” is some fixed false sentence in A,. Use i : I?+= N to encode gCw 
in N by a function i, : gCw+ N; e.g., i,(x,, . . . , x,) =p:@‘) . . .P:~“), where 
Pl, . . . , p,, are the first n primes. Define an ‘inverse’ function i;l : N + Z?” by 
i;‘(m) = a if i(a) = m and i,’ (m)=lifm#i(~‘“)andleth:N~N-+A,bethe 
function defined by 
h(k, m) = 
i;‘(m)))) 
if k = code(“(3x)q(x)“) and “q(x)” E A,, 
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Then define f’ on fW by 
if k# code(E,+r), then f’(k) =O. On the other hand, if k = code(#), ii = 
“3x)q(x)“, “q(x)” E A, and x = (xi, . . . , x,), then 
f’(k) = m~lf(cock(ho(@, G’(m)>)) 
=f(code(ho(@, 1))) Uf(code(“false”)) U J._!,f~cod@W) 
= j_J, Truth(q(a)) = Truth(“(3x)q(x)“). 
Thus f’ maps N onto Truth(E,+,) and satisfies f’(code(6)) = Truth(a) for each 
6 E En+,. 
Next it is possible to define in AJ a function g, : N x N- N such that if 
C = “(3x)q(x)” and rl= “(3y)r@(y)” are two sentences in E,+l, then 
gr(code(0 code(q)) = code(W, where 6 = “(3x’, y’)cp(x’) v I” and x’, y’ 
are strings of variables (belonging to {x1, x2, x3, . . .}) that do not occur in < v q, 
of the same length as x, y respectively. Then 
f’(g,(code(C), code(q))) =f’(code(6)) = Truth(6) 
= Thruth(<) U Truth(q) =f’(code(C)) Uf’(code(n)). 
If m 4 code(E,+,) define g,(code(c), m) = code(c); if k # code(E,+,) define 
g,(k, code(q)) = code(q) and if k, m 6 code(E,+,) define g,(k, m) = 1. In all cases 
f’(g& m)) =f’(k) Uf’(m). 
Dualize now this definition to obtain a definable function g, : N x N+ N such 
that f’(&, m)) =f’(k) nf’(m). 
It remains to prove that the ternary relation on N given by “,u.(f’(k)) > a/b” is 
definable. Indeed, there is a function g : N X N -+ N which is inductively defined 
from g,, and hence is arithmetically definable such that f(g(k, m)) = IJJ’Ll h(k, j). 
Then, the relation R(k, m, a, b) which expresses 
,G(g(k m))) ‘a/b 
is arithmetically definable. 
If now k = cede(6) and 6 = “(3x)q(x)” E &,+I, then, by (21, 
Therefore the relation “p(f’(k)) > a/b” is arithmetically definable. q 
Theorem 5.3. For each sentence 6 of Z(ring, R, e), Prob(6) is a definable real 
number. 
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Proof. Every sentence 6 of JZ(ring, Z?, e) is equivalent to a sentence in prenex 
form, and hence can be considered as belonging to A, or E,, for some IZ > 0. Use 
induction on n to prove that Truth(A,) and Truth(E,) are encoded collections of 
subsets of G(K)e. Note since A0 = E,, the case II = 0 is covered by Lemma 5.1. 
The transition from A, to E,,, is covered by Lemma 5.2 and the transition from 
E, to A,+cl, is similar but dual. 
It follows from conditions (la) and (lc) in the definition of ‘encoded’ that for 
each sentence 6, the binary relation on RJ given by “Prob(6) > a/b” is definable. 
Hence Prob(6) is definable. 0 
6. Presentation of definable reals as Prob(&); char(K) = 0 
We assume in this section that e 2 2 and that K is a finitely generated extension 
of Q. 
Definition. A positive even integer m is said to be a cyclotomic number for K if 
K n Qab G Q(5,). Here Qat, is the maximal abelian extension of Q and f, 
denotes a primitive mth root of 1. 
If K is explicitly given, then K flo and therefore also K n Cl&, can be explicitly 
computed [6, Lemma 2.71. By the Kronecker-Weber theorem [19, p. 2101 there 
exists an even m such that K n Cl&, G Q(C,). S o m can be recursively computed 
by checking the last inclusion successively for m = 2, 4, 6, 8. . . . . 
The degree of cyclotomic extensions of finitely generated extensions of Q can 
be expressed with Euler’s totient function, q(n). This is the number of positive 
integers less than n which are relatively prime to n. It is well known that 
(here and throughout the rest of this section we reserve the letter I to range over 
the primes). In particular Q, is multiplicative, i.e. q(mn) = q(m)q(n) for m and II 
relative primes; q(l) = 1 - 1; and q(nl) = q(n)l if I ( n. For arbitrary m, n E N, we 
write d = gcd(m, n) and k = lcm(m, n), use my1 = dk and (1) and find that 
q(m)&n) = q(d)q(k). N ow, it is well known that [Q(c,):Q] = q(n) [19, p. 471. 
Thus, using Q(<,) = Q(C,, ?,,), we have 
[cl(&) : Q(i_d)] = - = -. - = W(k) v(m) +) [Q(L): Q(fd)l[Q(L) : Q(L)l. 
v(d) v(d) v(d) 
It follows that CI!(5;,) is linearly disjoint from Q(?&) over Q(Cd). This will be 
useful below. 
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Lemma 6.1. Zf m is a cyclotomic number for K, then 
(a) lU(K(L))] = m; 
(b) [K(&): K(L)] = g?(k)lq(m), for every muhiple k of m; 
c 
K*(:;:fg d( 
m, n) = d and cd E K, then K( 5,) is linearly disjoint from K( 5,) over 
id) ifF. 1s an extension of K and n = 1 U(F)] is finite, then 
IU(K(L) n F)I = gcd(m, n). 
Proof. The field K(&,J is linearly disjoint from Qeab over Q(f,). Hence 
VK(kz)) = VQ(5,)). S’ mce m is even, the last group has order m. This proves 
(a). 
For (b), the above mentioned linear disjointness gives 
[K(&) : Al = [Q(L) : Q(L-,>l = v(kYdm). 
Now we prove (c). Let Kc, = (I&, II K. Since Q(5;,) is linearly disjoint from 
Q(C,) over a(<,) and Q(&) G KC, E Q(&,J, the fields k,(k) and &(C,J are 
linearly disjoint over KO. Also, K is linearly disjoint from K,(L) for every 
positive integer r. Let k = lcm(m, n). Then K( ck) = K(cm)K(c,) and KO(&) = 
K&,)K&). Hence 
[K(LJ:Kl= [K,(L):K,l= [K,(5,):K,l[K,(f,):K,l= [K(L,)KI[K(L,):Kl. 
It follows that K(c,n) is linearly disjoint from K(c,) over K. 
Finally we prove (d). Since U(K(&) n F) is a subgroup of both U(K(f,)) and 
U(F), its order, d, divides m (by (a)) and II. On the other hand, since 5‘,U(F), 
we have C&W+ E K(c,) fl F. Hence gcd(m, n) ( d. It follows that gcd(m, n) = 
d. •I 
Fix a cyclotomic number m for K and let M = K(?&J. For each divisor d of m 
let 
T(d) = {z E %(M/K)e / ]U(M(z))] = d} 
(M(c) is the fixed field of z in M). For each positive integer n let 
Z’(n) = {a E G(K)” 1 ]U(K(o))] = n}. 
Lemma 6.2. For d = gcd(m, n) and k = lcm(m, n) we have 
IQ41 44’ 
p(p(n)) = [M : K]’ q(k)e 
Proof. For each z E Z(d) let p(n, z) = {(r E P(n) I res, o = z}. By Lemma 6.1(d); 
P(n) is the disjoint union of all p(n, z) with z E T(d). Hence, it suffices to prove 
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for each z E T(d) that 
1 
O(n, +) = [M: K]’ q(k)’ , y, 
-.--= n (1-fiJl(l-&)~ (3) 
m 
n rlin 
Indeed let E = M(z), N = E(L) and 
Notice that since m is also a cyclotonic number for E, Lemma 6.1(c) implies that 
M n N = E. We divide the rest of the proof into parts. 
Part A: A representation of P(n, t). We claim that 
P(n, z) = {(r E G(N)’ 1 resicl u = ~1 n I +I,, Q (n, N, I> (4) m 
Indeed, if (T E P(n, T), then U(K(o)) . IS a cyclic group of order n and therefore 
contains 5, but no ?&,. It follows that (T belongs to Q(n, N, Z) for every prime 1. 
Conversely, suppose that (T belongs to the right hand side of (4). Then II divides 
I wml. If I wm)l > n, then there exists a prime 1 which divides mid such 
that N(<,,) s R(o). But, since dl = gcd(m, nl), we have E rl E(L) L M n I?(O), 
a contradiction. Thus o also belongs to P(n, t). 
Part B: Independence of the intersectands at (4). If 1 does not divide mid, then 
gcd(m, nl) = d. Hence, by Lemma 6,1(c), M II N(c,,) = M n E(c,/) = E. It 
follows that N(c,,) is linearly disjoint from K(&) over N, and kl = lcm(m, nf). 
Continue by induction and prove in this way for distinct primes 11, . . . , 1, which 
do not divide m/d, that N(c,[, . . . lr) is linearly disjoint from M over E. 
Therefore the collection of fields N( i&[) for 1 Ji m/d and the field K(&) are 
linearly disjoint over N. This implies that the intersectands on the right hand side 
of (4) are independent in the probability space G(N)” [12, Lemma 4.11. 
Part C: Computation of measures. Denote by pN the normalized Haar measufe 
of G(N)“. If I 4 m/d and II n, then, by Part B, and by Lemma 6.1(b) 
]N(k,) : Nl = [K(C,,) : K(L)1 = v,Wcp(k) = 1. 
Hence, 
puN(Q(n, N, 1)) = 1 - [N(c,,) : N]-” = 1 - I-‘. 
If I t m/d and I t n, then I # k. Hence, as above, [N(?&[):N] = q(kl)lp?(k) = 
1 - 1. Therefore p,(Q(n, N, I)) = 1 - (1- 1))‘. It follows from (4) and from Part 
B that 
On the other hand Lemma 6.1(b) gives 
(5) 
The combination of (5) and (6) gives (3). 0 
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Remark 6.3. If p > mn is a prime, then, in the notation of Lemma 6.2, K(&,) is 
linearly disjoint from MN. For each A E %(K(&,)IK) let 
S(1) = {a E G(K)” 1 resKccP) o = 1). 
If 3L = 1, then, by (4), P(n) fl S(1) . IS empty, hence p(P(n) fl S(1)) = 0. If h # 1, 
then, to compute p(P(n) n s(a)), re pl ace the pth factor on the right hand side of 
(3) by (p - l)-‘. Thus, in this case 
p@(n) n S(h)) = PNMP - T( 1 - &)-’ < (P - We. (7) 
In both cases p(P(n) n S(A)) is computable. 
Since e 2 2, the infinite product n, (1 - (1 - l)-')(l - I+‘-’ converges. Hence 
there exists a positive integer c0 such that if c,,! 1 m and p > q,, then for every 
positive integer n 
1 - - 
0.9 < -p_” rI 
1 
(P l)_‘< l- (p - 1)-L$n l--l_’ 1 . 1 . 
n 
(8) 
Every multiple of a cyclotomic number for K is also a cyclotomic number for K. 
So we may choose m such that (8) holds. 
Lemma 6.4, There exists c > 0 such that for every divisor d of m and for every 
positive integer II with gcd(m, n) = d and rp(lcm(m, n)) > cq(m) there exists a 
positive integer n’ such that gcd(m, n’) = d, cp(lcm(m, n’)) > cq(m) and 
NW) < P(%‘)) < P(P@)). 
Proof. By the prime number theorem there exists c1 > 0 such that for every 
x > c1 there exists a prime p such that 
$Klx<p-l+iXx (9) 
Take c = max(m, cU, cl) and let y1 be a positive integer such that q(k) > ccp(m), 
where k = lcm(m, n). By (9) there exists a prime p such that 
(10) 
In particular p > co, m. Take n’ = dp. Then gcd(m, n’) = d and k’ = lcm(m, n’) = 
mp. Hence q(k’) = q(m)(p - 1) > q(k) > q(m). Now combine (8) with (10): 
1, Q,(k)’ 1 -p_’ 1 - (E - 1)-e< 1. 
2 g7(m)e(p - 1)‘l - (p - 1))“~~ rI 1 -I-’ 
n 
(11) 
Compute from (2) that (P(n’))ly(P(n)) is equal to the middle term of (ll), to 
conclude the proof. 0 
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Theorem 6.5. Let K be a finitely generated extension of Q and let e 3 2. Then for 
every definable real number r between 0 and 1 there exists a sentence 6 of 
Z(ring, K, e) such that Prob(6) = r. 
Proof. In the notation of the preceding Lemma 6.2 let A = {n E N ( 
Qgcd(m, n>> # 0). S’ mce the membership of n in A depends only on gcd(m, n), 
the set A is recursive. By Lemma 6.2, u(P(n)) # 0 if and only if IZ E A. Since for 
almost all 0 E G(K)‘, U(K(o)) is finite (Proposition l.l), this implies that 
CneA u(P(n)) = 1. We divide the rest of the proof into two parts. 
Part A: A presentation of r as a sum of measures. In the notation of Lemma 6.4 
let B = {n EA 1 q(lcm(m, n)) > cq(m)}. Since lim,,, q(k) = 30 [21, p. 1141, B is 
a recursive cofinite subset of A. Choose a prime p greater than m and every 
n E A - B such that 0) - l)-’ < max,.. y (P(n)). For (n, h) E (A - B) X %(K(&,)l 
K)’ = T define qn,A = ,u(P(n) n S(h)), and for II E B define qn = ,u(P(n)). By 
Lemma 6.2 and Remark 6.3, q: T U B+ lQ is a definable function and 
xcTVB qX = 1. Inequality (7) implies (4b) of Section 4, and Lemma 6.4 implies 
EC) of s ec ion 4. Conclude from Lemma 4.2 that for each definable real 0 < r d 1 t’ 
there exist distinct (n,, A,), . . . , (nk, hk) E T and there exists a definable subset B0 
of B such that 
,$ p(P(nJ fl S(hi)) + nzo Pu(P(n)) = r. (12) 
Part B: Representation of the left hand side of (12) as Prob(8). For i = 
1 . . > k + 1 let q,(x) be the formula x = ni, and let qllk+r(x) be a formula of 
arithmetic such that K k ~~+r(x) if and only if n E B,,. For i = 1, . . . , k + 1 there 
exists a sentence 6, of Z(ring, K, e) such that for almost all (T E G(K)“, the truth 
of 6, in (&, 0) is equivalent to the truth of ~~(1 U(R(o))]) in (R, 0) (Theorem 
3.1). 
For each 1 E ~(K(~~)IK)’ let A(&,) = (&(‘I), . . . , l$“), with integers 
c(&), ’ . . , c(A,) between 1 and p - 1. Let ~9~ be the following sentence of 
Z(ring, K, e) 
(3zfz” =1 A z # 1 A // oiz = zC(hQ] . 
L i=l 
Then (Z?, o) t= rY1 if and only if 
Z’(ring, K, e) can now be taken as 
resKcK ) (r = A. The desired sentence 6 of P 
The measure of 6 is equal to the left hand side of (12), hence to r. 0 
Corollary 6.6. Let K be a finitely generated extension of Q and let e 2 2. Then 
there exists sentences 6 of Z(ring, K, e) such that Prob(i+) are transcendental 
numbers. 
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Proof. The number K -’ is a definable transcendental number between 0 and 1. 
Example 6.7. For K = Q, take 6 to be the sentence 
(Vz)[ [A ziz = 2 A (%)[a # 0 A 21 z=za] -+z=lvz=-1 1 1 . 
By Proposition 1.1(d), 6 is an interpretation of the statement “1 U(6!(o))I 
Compute from (2) that 
Prob@) = n (1 -& 1 
= 7, 2 . 
(13) 
However, it seems to be unknown if the right hand side of (13) is transcendental. 
Problem 6.8. Fina a concrete example of a sentence 6 in L(ring, Q, 2) such that 
Prob(6) is transcendental. 
7. Presentation of definable reals as Prob(Q); char(K) =p 
Throughout this section K denotes an infinite finitely generated extension of 
Ep,, and e 2 2. Then pp fl K = [F,, where 4 is a power of p. For each positive 
integer II denote by K, = [FqnK the unique cyclic constant field extension of degree 
~1. As for the characteristic 0 case we first compute the measure of the sets 
P(m) = {o E G(K)’ 1 1 U(k(o))l = m}. 
Lemma 7.1. For each positive integer n, ,u(P(q” - 1)) = n-ec(e)-l, where c is the 
Riemann zeta function. If m + 1 is not a power of q, then p(P(m)) = 0. 
Proof. For each field E containing K, U(E) = (Ep II E)X, a cyclic group of order 
q” - 1, for some n 2 1, or an infinite group. Thus, if m is not of the form q” - 1, 
then p(P(m)) = 0. 
For the first assertion note that 
P(q” - 1) = {(r E G(K,)( K,,#E(o) for every prime I} (1) 
Since the fields Knr, as 1 ranges over the primes, are linearly disjoint over K,, 
W(q” - 1)) = n -e~(l-f)=nP<(e)-l. 0 (2) 
Theorem 7.2. For every definable real number r between 0 and 1 there exists a 
sentence 6 of %‘(ring, K, e) such that Prob(6) = r. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 and by Lemma 7.1, Cz=, p(P(q” - 1)) = 1. Let 
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B = {n E N 1 n > (e/z - 1)-l} and compute from (2) that for each n E B we have 
:W(q” - 1)) < .@(q”+’ - 1)) < p(P(q” - I)). 
Choose a prime lo > (1 + (@ - l)-‘)5(e)“’ and note that if II d (e/z - 1)-l, then 
n < lo, hence K, is linearly disjoint from L = K,, over K. For each I E %(L/K)e let 
s(a) = {o E G(K)’ 1 resL (T = A}. If h = 1, and n d (4/2 - 1)-l, then P(q” - 1) fl 
S(h) is empty (by (1)). If I # 1, then, 
Fc(P(q” - 1) f-l W)) = P(P(4” - l))P(W)) < 47. (3) 
Note that (2) implies that ,u(P(q” - 1)) is a monotonically decreasing function of 
n. Hence maxb& p(P(qb - 1)) . IS achieved for the smallest b E B. This b is less 
than 1 + (e/z - 1)-l. It follows from (2) and (3) that 
.@(q” - I) n W)) < yf; iU(P(q’ - 1)). 
For (n, A) E @I - B) X %(L/K)’ = T define q,,,. = p(P(q” - 1) iI s(a)) and for rz E 
B define qn = p(p(q”-l)). By (2) and (3), q : T U B+ R is a definable function 
and C xtrUR qx = 1. By Lemma 4.2 there exist distinct elements 
(n,, A,), . . J (4, crk) E T and there exists a definable subset B,, of B such that 
5 p(P(q”c - 1) n S(&)) + C p(P(q” - 1)) = r. (4) 
i=l ntB11 
For i = 1, . . . , k let vi(x) be the formula x = 4°C - 1. For i = k + 1, let t&rk+l(x) 
be a formula of arithmetic such that X k am+, if and only if x = q” - 1 and 
y1 E BO (note that since q” is a recursive function of II, such a formula exists). The 
rest of the proof follows now as in Part B of the proof of Theorem 6.5 (replace p 
by lo, 1;, by 5, with r = q ‘(I- 1 and K(&,) by L). Cl 
Example 7.3. For K = Fp(t), where t is transcendental over Fp,, take 6 as the 
interpretation in Z(ring, K, e) of the statement “](U(K(o)))] =p - 1”. Then 
,u(S(~)) = n (1 - E-“) = c(e)-‘. In particular for e = 2d, even numbers, 
c(e) = (-1)‘“$$ B,, 
[2, p. 3871, where B, is the e-th Bernoulli number. Since B, is rational [2, p. 3821, 
c(e) is transcendental. 
8. More undecidability results 
In this section we sketch more undecidability results over PAC fields over finite 
fields that can be proved by the methods developed so far or by a slight 
modification of them. 
Proposition 8.1. Let 9 be a class consisting of one weak monadic structure 
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(F, 9), where F ia a PAC field of characteristic p which is not separably closed. 
Suppose that 
(1) For every n 2 1 there exists A E 9 with IAl B n. 
Then Th(X) is interpretabze in Th(9). 
Proof. Let P be a nontrivial Galois extension of F of minimal degree. By Sylow’s 
theorem P contains an extension of F’ of F such that p/F’ is a cyclic extension of 
a prime degree 1. If If p, then F(C,)IF is a Galois extension of degree 
<l- 1 < [Q: F]. By the minimality of p, & E F. Use Kummer theory to find a 
primitive element c for p/F’ such that c’ E F’. So, hypotheses H(p, I) (Section 2) 
holds in F’. If p = I, then, by the Artin-Schreier theory, hypotheses H(j, Z) holds 
in F’. By a lemma of Ax [l, p. 2681, F’ is PAC. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, 
Th(K) is interpretable in Th(9’). It is now routine to interpret Th(%‘) in Th(9). 
So Th(X) is interpretable in Th(9). 0 
Example 8.2. Let F be an infinite algebraic extension of a finite field and let 9 be 
the collection of all finite subfields of F. By the Lang-Weil theorem [20], F is 
PAC. Hence arithmetic can be interpreted in Th( (F, 9)). 
Remark. It can be shown that if .5? contains infinite sets but the A’s in (1) are 
finite, then Th(g) is undecidable. 
For the next result suppose that K is a finite field but otherwise retain the 
convention of Section 3. 
Theorem 8.3. For a finite field K and for e B 2 the theory T(K, e) is undecidable. 
Proof. Here we need to replace Proposition 1.1 by the following result [13, 
Lemmas 7.1 and 7.21: For almost all (ol, . . . , a,) E G(K)” 
(la) z(a,) is an infinite field, hence a PAC field (Example 8.2); 
(lb) for every positive integer n, I?(a,) has a cyclic extension of degree n; and 
(lc) k(o) is a finite field. 
We also need the simple observation: 
(2) For every positive integer n, the measure of the set of cr E G(K)’ such that 
IR(o)j 2 n is positive. 
As in the proof of theorem 3.1 let S the intersection of the sets Truth(@), 
where 6 ranges over T(K, e) and the set of (T E G(K)’ satisfying (1). To each 
(r E S associate the monadic structure (Z?(a,), {K(o)}) and let 9 be the class of 
all these structures. By Proposition 2.3, Th(9) is undecidable. Now interpret 
Th(9) in T(K, e) in the obvious way and conclude that T(K, e) is an undecidable 
theory. 0 
The following result settles a point raised by Macintyre. 
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Theorem 8.4. For a prime p, let 22 be the collection of all finite subfields of FP. 
Then Th(X) is interpretable in the theory of the monadic structure ( FPp, 2). 
Proof. Note that although pp is a PAC field it does not satisfy hypotheses 
~(p, q). So, we can not apply Proposition 2.3 directly. On the other hand each of 
the finite fields satisfies hypotheses H(p, 2), but it is not PAC. Nevertheless, it is 
always possible to solve a given system of equations in a larger finite field. Thus 
we are able to modify the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
We make this idea explicit for the first step, the analogue of Lemma 2.1. First 
let q = 2 if p # 2 and q = 3 if p = 2. Then each E E 22 satisfies hypotheses H(p, q), 
except in the case p = 2, where we have to assume that f3 E E. For E, F E 2 such 
that E c F and for u E F let 
D(E,F,u)={aEEI(3yEF)Ly#Oanda+u=y4]}, 
and let 9’ be the collection of all D(E, F, u)‘s. We prove that 9’ consists of all 
finite subsets of rp. 
Indeed, for a finite subset X of pp let E be a finite field that contains X (and c3 
if p = 2). Choose an element c E E” - (E”)4. The system of equations a + u = y% 
for a E X and a + u = cyz for a E A - X is absolutely irreducible (Proposition 1.7). 
By the Lang-Weil theorem these equations have a solution with y, # 0 for all 
a E A in each finite field F which is sufficiently large. If an addition F is an odd 
extension of E (resp. of degree prime to 3, if p = 2), then c E F” - (FX)4. It 
follows that X = D(E, F, CL). 
To interpret Th( ( Fp, 9)) in Th( ( fppt 9)) replace a E X by 
~xEFxAEEx~FxA(3yx>lVx#Or\yxEFxAa++u,=y~], 
and 3X by (3Ex)(3Fx)(3ux). 
Finally, to interpret Th(&) in Th((Fpb, 9’)) repeat the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Again, if A,, . . . , A,,, are subsets of a finite subfield E of Fp, solve the system of 
inequalities CE1(xi - xl)ci = 0, where x # x’ range over AI x . . . x A,, in an 
appropriate finite extension F of E. Then proceed as in Proposition 2.4. 0 
Remark 8.5 (Macintrye). The same method shows the theory of pairs (F, E) of 
finite field E G F (resp. E c F c FP) is undecidable (Follow the proof of 
Proposition 2.3). This stands in contrast to the decidability of the theory of all 
finite fields (resp. finite subfields of pp) (Ax[l, p. 2641). 
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